
The Gatecrasher Modular™ is a modular water-tamped frame charge 
system used to breach thick concrete or brick walls. This is the modular 
alternative to the powerful and rigid Gatecrasher™ system. 

Gatecrasher Modular™ consists of straight charge modules which are 
used in arrays to build charges of different sizes and loads. When used in 
the Tactical Sleeve charges may be prepared and rolled up ready for rapid 
deployment. 

Available in two versions, the Gatecrasher Modular™ Type 1 has square 
recesses into which layers of sheet explosive or PE are loaded, and used 
to make a fire port or larger entry hole. The Gatecrasher Modular™ Type 2 
has a specifically designed linear cutting charge which penetrates deeper 
into the target and gives a higher performance. 

Features include:
> Variable NEQ and powerful 
effect 

> Available in two variants 

> Modular, portable and  
space-saving 

> Easy to set up and deploy 

Gatecrasher Modular™



Gatecrasher Modular™ Type 1 
The Type 1 version has 3 x 15mm deep pockets which can accommodate 
sheet explosive. Plastic explosive or detonating cord may be used. The NEQ 
of each module can be varied from 20g to 180g depending upon requirement. 
Used to breach walls or other solid structures. 

Gatecrasher Modular™ Type 2
The Type 2 version has a specially designed linear cutting charge with an 
NEQ of 300g. This version cuts the target, with deeper penetration. As 
an alternative, the shaped charge liner may be removed and the cavity 
completely filled with explosive.   

Configuring 
Individual modules may be loaded and used in any configuration required, 
with or without the Tactical Sleeve. The normal configuration for a charge is 
4 modules (as provided in a set). The charges come with packs of Detcord 
Clips™ for connecting detonating cord, electric detonators, or shock tube 
detonators. 

Tactical Sleeve 
The Tactical Sleeve is a nylon sleeve, covered in velcro, with pockets into 
which the charge modules are inserted. The individual pockets can be 
repositioned on the sleeve as required.  Pockets at either end of the outside 
of the sleeve allow for the sleeve to be positioned on the target using a prop 
stick. 

For further information 
Contact sales@explosives.net, telephone +44(0)1249 65 1111 or speak to 
your authorised Alford representative.

Specifications

Other products to consider:
Gatecrasher™ – rigid wall 
breaching charge 

Alford Strip™ 25mm and 42mm 

– window, door or wall breaching 

Breacher’s Boot™ – Light or 
Heavy door breaching 

HydroTape™

Breacher's Tape™

Charge Width 0.6m (24”) 
Height (4 modules) 1.2m (48”) 
Weight (per module) 3.75kg (8lb) 
Min. NEQ Type 1 (per module) 20g (0.7oz) 
Max NEQ Type 1 180g (6.5oz) 
NEQ Type 2 300g (10.5oz) 

Gatecrasher Modular™ Result 

Gatecrasher Modular™  
Type 1 (Bottom) & Type 2 (Top) Loaded

Gatecrasher Modular™ Type 1 (Top)  
Type 2 (Bottom)
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